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Abstract 
Farmer, W.M., Simple second-order languages for which unification is undecidable, Theoretical 
Computer Science 87 (1991) 25-41. 
We improve Goldfarb's Theorem on the undecidability of the second-order unification problem. 
More precisely, we prove that there is a natural number n such that the unification problem is 
undecidable for all second-order languages containing a binary function constant and at least n 
function variables with arity ~> 1. This result allows one to draw a sharp line between second-order 
languages for which unification is decidable and second-order languages for which unification is 
undecidable. It also answers a question raised by the k-provability problem that is not answered 
by Goldfarb's result. Our proof utilizes term rewriting concepts and several unification coding 
tricks. 
I. Introduction 
Unification is a method for finding common instances of  formal expressions. For 
example, suppose a~ and a2 are two formal expressions. A substitution tr for the 
free variables of  al and a2 unifies al and a2 if a~r and a2o- are identical (we write 
substitution application on the right). (Other notions of  unification use an 
equivalence relation different from the identity relation (see [11]).) Now assume a~ 
and a2 have no free variables in common. Then a~ and a2 have a common instance 
iff there is a substitution which unifies a~ and a2. Moreover, an expression b is a 
common instance of a~ and a 2 iff b = a~r = a2 or for some substitution ~r. Hence 
finding the common instances of  two formal expressions i just a matter of  renaming 
their free variables so that they have none in common, and then finding the 
substitutions which unify the two expressions. 
The unification problem for a formal language L is to determine, given a finite set 
{(si, ti): i E I} of pairs of  members of  L, whether or not there is a substitution ~r such 
that sp- = t~r for all i c I. The unification problem is decidable for any first-order 
language [6, 7, 21]. However, for higher-order languages the unification problem 
is not generally decidable. For languages of  order ~>3 this was shown independently 
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by Huet [8] and Lucchesi [12]. Goldfarb showed in [5] that there are second-order 
languages for which the unification problem is undecidable. It follows from Gold- 
farb's proof that there is an integer n ~ w such that the unification problem is 
undecidable for any second-order language which contains a binary function con- 
stant and at least n function variables with arity >/3. 
We show in this paper that the condition "with arity ~>3" can be weakened to 
"with arity ~> 1". This result, which we call the Main Theorem, sharpens the demarca- 
tion between second-order languages for which unification is known to be decidable 
and second-order languages for which unification is known to be undecidable (see 
Section 4). It also answers a question raised by the k-provability problem that is 
not answered by Goldfarb's result (see Section 7). Our proof of the Main Theorem 
utilizes term rewriting concepts and several unification coding tricks. 
Substitutions can be applied in various ways. The simplest, and most common, 
form of substitution application is the simultaneous replacement of the variables 
being substituted for with the expressions that are assigned to them by the substitu- 
tion. This kind of substitution application is used in first-order languages in which 
variables range only over individuals. In higher-order languages (including second- 
order languages), variables may range over functional entities. In these languages 
substitution application is generally a two-step process: First, the variables being 
substituted for are simultaneously replaced by functional expressions, and then 
second, these functional expressions are applied to the arguments of the variables 
they replaced. (This latter step is analogous to/3-reduction i the lambda calculus.) 
Unification that employs this two-step mode of substitution application is called 
higher-order unification. It has a level of complexity and richness far above the 
corresponding level for unification in which substitution application is just simul- 
taneous replacement. Although higher-order unification is highly complex, it has 
applications in several areas of logic and computer science: automated theorem 
proving [1, 19, 20]; computational linguistics [ 15]; logic programming [ 16]; program 
transformation [10]; and proof theory [4]. 
2. Term languages 
Instead of considering arbitrary second-order languages, we shall restrict our 
attention to languages containing just simple terms (i.e. terms without variable- 
binding operators like the lambda operator). Although these are the simplest 
examples of second-order languages, they are sufficient for illustrating the nature 
of higher-order unification. 
Let a term language be a quadruple L = (ICL, IVL, FCL, FVL) where: 
(1) ICL is a set of individual constants (denoted by a, b, c, a', etc.); 
(2) IVL is a set of individual variables (x, y, z, x', etc.); 
(3) FCL is a set of function constants (f, g, h,f' ,  etc.); and 
(4) FVL is a set of function variables (F, G, H, F', etc.). 
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Each fc  FCL and F~FVL  has a fixed arity />1, and ICL, IVL, FCL, and FVL are 
mutually disjoint. Also, ICL ¢ 0 and CL denotes some fixed member of  ICL. (Note: 
Most of  the results in this paper hold if we assume only ICL u IVL ¢ 0 and eL C ICL u 
IVL.) 
Let L be an arbitrary term language. We say that L contains a symbol s if s is a 
member of  ICL, IVL, FCL or FVL. L is first order if FVL = 0 and is second order if 
FVL ¢ 0. L is monadic if L contains no nonunary function constants (but L may 
contain nonunary function variables). A term language L' is an expansion of L, and 
L is a reduction of L', if ICL_c ICr ,  IVL_  C IVL', FCL_  FCL, and FVL_C FVL,. L' is 
an FC-expansion of L if L' is an expansion of  L such that ICL = ICL,, IVL = IVL, 
and FVL = FVr .  
The terms of L (L-terms) are defined inductively by 
(1) Each dc ICLu IVL  is an L-term. 
(2) If d ~ FCLu  FVL has arity n/> 1 and t l , . . . ,  t, are L-terms, then d(h , . . . ,  tn) 
is an L-term. 
Since ICL ¢ 0, there is at least one L-term, namely, eL. 
Let PML = {w~, w2, w3, ...} be an infinite set of  symbols not contained in L called 
place markers. (We shall assume that, for any other term language L', PML = PML,.) 
The language L* differs from L by having the members of  PML as additional 
symbols. L*-terms are defined inductively by 
(1) Each d~ICLuIVLwPML is an L*-term. 
(2) I fd  c FCLu  FVLhas arity n~> 1 and h , - . . ,  t, are L*-terms, then d(h , . . . ,  tn) 
is an L*-term. 
The rank of an L*-term t, written rank(t), is the largest n such that wn occurs in t. 
(L-terms have rank0.) For n~ > 1, L*-terms of rank n intuitively represent n-ary 
functions. 
L*-terms (and hence L-terms) are denoted by r, s, t, r' etc. t [h , . . . ,  t,] denotes 
the result of  simultaneously replacing each occurrence of wi in t with ti for all i 
with 1 ~< i<~ n. The head of t, written hd(t), is the outermost symbol occurring in t. 
Let PM(t)  denote the set of  place markers appearing in t. An L*-term is closed if 
it contains no variables. 
A substitution in L is a function o- with finite domain dom(o-) _c IV, w FVL which 
maps individual variables to L-terms and n-ary function variables with n i> 1 to 
L*-terms of  rank ~<n. o- applied to v ~ dom(o-) is written as wr instead of o-(v). We 
shall assume that xo-¢ x and Fcr~ F(w~,. . . ,  wn) for all substitutions cr and all 
x, F6dom(o- ) .  A substitution o- is displayed as {VI~S~,...,Vm~Sm} where 
dom(o-) = {v~, . . . ,  v,,} and o- maps vi to s~ for each i with 1 <~ i ~< m. Substitutions 
are denoted by ~', o-, z, or', etc. A substitution o- is closed if wr is closed for all 
v ~ dom(o'). Let sub(L) be the set of  substitutions in L. 
Let o- = {v~ ~ s~, . . . ,  vm ~ s~} c sub(L). The result t~r of  applying or to an L*-term 
t is defined inductively by 
(1) If t c ICL U IV,  u PML but t ~ {Vl , . . .  , Vm} , then to" = t. 
(2) If t~ IVL and t = vi for some i with 1 ~<i<~ m, then to'= s~. 
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(3) I f  t=d( t l , . . . , tn )  where d~FCLwFVL  but d~{v~, . . . , vm},  then to-= 
d( tlcr, . . . , t,o-). 
(4) I f  t=F( t l  . . . .  , t , )  and F=v~ for some i with l<~i<~m, then to-= 
si[ tto-, . . . , t,o-]. 
Notice that, for any o- ~ sub(L), if t is an L-term, then so is ttr. The composition of 
substitutions o- and r is the substitution denoted by o-r such that v(o-r) = (vo-)r for 
all v ~ IVL u FVL. It is easy to see that parentheses are not needed when writing tot 
and O'rTr. 
A unification expression (u-expr) in L is any finite set E of the form {(si, t~): i~ I} 
where s~ and t~ are L-terms for each i~ I. For o-~sub(L), let Eo- be the u-expr 
{(s~tr, tio-): i~ I}. The degree of E, written deg(E), is the maximum arity of the 
function variables in E. The set of individual and function constants occurring in 
E is denoted by con(E), and the set of individual and function variables occurring 
in E is denoted by var(E). Define u-expr(L) to be the set of u-exprs in L. 
Let E = {(s~, t~): i c I} ~ u-expr(L). E is unifiable if there is a substitution o- in L 
such that s~o- = t~o- for each i s L Such a substitution is called a unifier of E. Notice 
that, if E is unifiable, then there is a closed unifier of E (since ICL~0) .  The 
unification problem for L is the problem of determining, iven E ~ u-expr(L), whether 
or not E is unifiable. 
The following lemma will be needed in subsequent sections: 
Lemma 2.1. Let L~ and L2 be term languages which are exactly the same except hat 
L~ contains dl but not d2 and L2 contains d2 but not dl. Then the unification problem 






d 1 is an individual constant and d2 is a function constant. 
d~ is an individual variable and d2 is a function variable. 
dl is an m-ary function constant, d2 is an n-ary function constant, and m <~ n. 
dl is an m-ary function variable, d2 is an n-ary function variable, and m <~ n. 
Proof. Suppose d~ is an individual constant and d2 is a function constant. Let 
E ~ u-expr(L0, and let E '  be obtained from E by replacing each occurrence of d~ 
in E with dz(cL, . . . ,  cL). Clearly, E is unifiable iff E '  is unifiable. This shows that 
the unification problem for L~ reduces to the unification problem for L2. The other 
three cases are handled similarly. [] 
3. Background results 
A most general unifier (mgu) of a u-expr E is a unifier o- of E such that, for all 
unifiers T of E, T = o-~r for some substitution 7r. Herbrand [7], Guard [6], and 
Robinson [21] showed independently that there is an algorithm which, given a 
u-expr E in any first-order language L, returns an mgu of E if E is unifiable and 
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returns FAIL if E is not unifiable. Moreover, there are efficient algorithms which 
perform this task (see [14] and [18]). By the existence of an algorithm which 
performs the above task, it is obvious that the following theorem is true: 
Theorem 3.1. The unification problem is decidable for all first-order term languages. 
Let F be an n-ary function variable, and let E = {(F(cL , . . . ,  cL), cL)} be a u-expr 
in L. Clearly, a substitution or unifies E if o- maps F to one of cL, w~, . . . . ,  w,. 
Hence in every second-order language there are u-exprs which do not possess mgu's. 
Nevertheless, the unification problem is decidable for some second-order term 
languages, as shown by the next theorem. (Recall that a term language L is monadic 
if all members of FCL are unary.) 
Theorem 3.2. The unification problem is decidable for all monadic term languages. 
This theorem follows from Makanin's decision procedure for the solvability of 
equations in a free semigroup [13] (see the appendices in [3]). A more direct proof 
of the theorem is given in [3]. 
Goldfarb proved in [5] that there is a second-order term language for which 
the unification problem is undecidable. Actually, a stronger esult follows from his 
proof. 
Theorem 3.3. There is a u-expr E in a second-order term language M and a set 
{fit: m ~ w} of closed M*-terms such that 
(1) [ICM u IVM[ = 1, FCM = {g} where g is a binary function constant, and FVM = 
all u 7/" where ell is a finite set of unary function variables and ~U is a finite set of ternary 
function variables. 
(2) E contains a unary function variable F such that { m c to: E { F ~ fit} is unifiable} 
is not recursive. 
Proof. Let L be a term language such that IICLw IVLI = 1, FCL = {g} where g is a 
binary function constant, and FVL contains infinitely many unary function variables 
and infinitely many ternary function variables. Define the L*-term fit inductively 
by (1) 0 = wl and (2) m + 1 = g(wl, fit). It follows from Goldfarb's proof in [5] that, 
given a diophantine polynomial P(X, Y I , . . . ,  II;), we can effectively find a u-expr 
Ep in L containing a unary function variable F such that, for all m ~ to, 
(a) 9Y I , . . . ,  Ypeto[P(m, Y1 , . . . ,  Yp) =0] iff Ep{F~ff'I} is unifiable. 
Now let A_  to be recursively enumerable but not recursive. By the Davis- 
Mati jasevie-Putnam-Robinson Theorem ([2], Theorem 8.1), there is a diophantine 
polynomial Q(X, Y l , . . . ,  Yq) such that, for all m c w, 
(b) meAi f f3Y~, . . . ,  YqCto[O(m, Yt , . . . ,  Yq)=0]. 
Take E = Eo, and take M to be the reduction of L which contains exactly the 
symbols in E. Clearly, E E u-expr(M), fit is a closed M*-term for m ~ to, and M 
satisfies condition (1). {m ~ to: E{F~ r~} is unifiable} is not recursive (condition 
(2)) by (a), (b), and the fact A is not recursive. [] 
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The following corollary of Theorem 3.3 is obtained using Lemma 2.1: 
Corollary 3.4. There exists an n e to such that the unification problem is undecidable 
for all nonmonadic term languages containing at least n function variables with arity >! 3. 
4. The Main Theorem 
The principal result of this paper is the following improvement of Corollary 3.4: 
Theorem 4.1 (Main Theorem). There exists n e to such that the unification problem is 
undecidable for all nonmonadic term languages which contain at least n function 
variables. 
This theorem, when taken together with Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, demarcates 
quite well the boundary between term languages for which the unification problem 
is decidable and term languages for which the unification problem is undecidable. 
In fact, these three theorems come very close to saying that the unification problem 
for a term language L is decidable iff L is either first-order or monadic. They do 
leave open, however, the possibility that there is some second-order, nonmonadic 
term language containing a small number of function variables for which the 
unification problem is decidable. 
Remark. Let m be the minimum n e to satisfying the Main Theorem. From the proof 
of the Main Theorem, one can calculate an upper bound for m. We know of no 
nontrivial ower bound for m. 
The Main Theorem follows from Lemma 2.1, Theorem 3.3 and the next lemma. 
Define u-exprl(L) to be the set of u-exprs E in L with deg(E)~< 1. For E e 
u-expr(L), define ~1 (E, L) to be the set of all closed tre sub(L) with dom(~r) c_ var(E ) 
such that each v e dom(cr) is an individual variable or a unary function variable. 
Lemma 4.2. Let L be a term language which contains a binary function constant, 
infinitely many individual variables, and infinitely many unary function variables. Given 
any Eeu-expr (L )  and o 'eZ l (E ,L ) ,  we can effectively find a finite set WE,~c_ 
u-exprl(L) such that Ecr is unifiable iff some member of WE.~ is unifiable. Furthermore, 
for each E e u-expr(L), there is a finite set °l/" E of individual and unary function variables 
such that, for all tre ZI(E, L) and all E' e WE,~, var(E') _c ~.  
We shall finish this section by proving the Main Theorem assuming Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 4.2 will be proved in Section 6, using term rewriting concepts developed in 
Section 5. 
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Proof of Main Theorem. Consider E, M and the set {rh: m e to} from Theorem 3.3. 
Let N be an expansion of  M which contains infinitely many individual variables 
and infinitely many unary function variables. By Lemma 4.2, for each m e to, we 
can effectively find a finite set Wm ~ u-expr~(N) such that E{F-~ rh} is unifiable iff 
some member of  W,, is unifiable. Let N '  be the reduction of  N which contains 
exactly the symbols in I._J,,~, o Win. By Lemma 4.2, N '  contains only finitely many 
individual and unary function variables and no nonunary function variables. Clearly, 
Wm _c u-expr(N')  for all m e to. By Theorem 3.3, {m e to: E{F~ rh} is unifiable} is 
not recursive. Therefore, the unification problem for N '  is undecidable. The Main 
Theorem then follows from Lemma 2.1. [] 
5. Term rewriting 
We develop in this section ideas and results about term rewriting that are needed 
for the proof  of  Lemma 4.2 given in Section 6. 
Let J2 be a set of  L*-term pairs. An L*-term r rewrites to r' via J2 if there is a 
sequence r~, . . . ,  r, (n ~> 1) such that r= rl, r '=  r,, and for all i with 1 <~ i<~ n- l ,  
ri+l is the result of  simultaneously replacing a (possibly empty) set of  occurrences 
of  s in ri with t for some is, t) e J2. The lemma below shows that, given L-terms 
r, s, t, there is a u-expr E such that any unifier o. of  E "simulates" a rewriting of  
ro. via {(so., to.)}. 
Lemma 5.1. Let E={(r ,G(s ) ) , (G( t ) ,x )} ,  where r ,s , t  are L-terms which do not 
contain the function variable G. I f  o. unifies E, then ro. rewrites to xo. via {(so-, to-)}. 
Proof. Assume o. unifies E. Then Go. is the result of replacing some occurrences 
of  so. in ro. with wl. Hence xo.=[G(t ) ]o ,  is the result of  replacing the same 
occurrences of  so. in to. with to-. That is, to. rewrites to xo. via {(so., to.)}. [] 
Lemma 5.2. Let 
E = {(r, G,(s,)),  (G,(t , ) ,  G2(sz) ) , . . . ,  (G,_ , ( t ,_ , ) ,  G,(s , ) ) ,  (G , ( t , ) ,  x)}, 
where G~, . . . ,  G, are distinct unary function variables which do not occur in the 
L-terms r, sl, • . . ,  s,, t~ , . . . ,  t, (n >1 1). I f  o. unifies E, then to. rewrites to xo. via 
{(sio., tio.): 1 ~ i <<- n}. 
Proof. Let E'={(r ,  Gl(sl)) ,  (Gl(t l ) ,Xl ) ,  (xl ,  G2(s2)) , . . . ,  (Gn-t(tn- l) ,xn-1),  
(xn-l, Gn(sn)), (G(t , ) ,  x)}, where X l , . . . ,  xn_l do not occur in E. Assume o. unifies 
E. Then 
o.'= o.u {xi ~ [ Gi( ti)]o.: l~<i~<n-1}  
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unifies E' .  By Lemma 5.1, 
to-' rewrites to x~o-' via {(s~tr', tlO")}, 
xlcr' rewrites to x2o-' via {(s2tr', t2o")}, 
x,_~o-' rewrites to xtr' via {(s, cr', t, cr')}. 
Therefore, rtr rewrites to xcr via {(s~cr, t~cr): 1 ~< i <~ n} since X l , . . . ,  Xn_ 1 do not occur 
in r, sa , . . . , s , ,  q , . . . , t , ,  x. [] 
A ( left- l inear) rewrite rule in L is an L*-term pair is, t) such that PM(t)  c_ PM(s)  
and, for each i c to, w~ occurs at most once in s. ( In a rewrite rule (s, t), the place 
markers occurring in s and t serve as syntactic variables.) Let r and s be L*-terms. 
An s-redex in r is an occurrence in r of  an L*-term of the form s [s~, . . . ,  sn], where 
n = rank(s).  Let R be a set of rewrite rules in L. An R-redex in r is an s-redex in 
r such that is, t) E R for some t. Define I2L(R) = {(s [u~, . . . ,  un], 
t [u l , . . . ,  un]): is, t )c  R, n =rank(s ) ,  and u l , . . . ,  u, are L*-terms}. 
Given L*-terms s and t, s overlaps t if there is a subterm t' of  t and L-terms 
s l , . . . ,  s,,, q , . . . ,  t,, where m =rank(s )  and n =rank( t ' ) ,  such that (1) s¢  t or 
t '~t ,  (2) t '¢W i for all i c to ,  and (3) s [s l , . . . , s , , ]=t ' [q , . . . , t , ] .  For example, 
f (g (w l ) )  overlaps f (g (h (a ) ) )  and g( f (wO)  but not itself; f ( f (wO)  does overlap 
itself. A set R of  rewrite rules in L is regular if, for all (s l ,  tl), (s2, t2)c R, (1) sl = s2 
implies tl = t2 and (2) s~ does not overlap s2. 
Remark. A regular set R of rewrite rules in L is confluent. That is, if an L*-term r 
rewrites to s~ and s2 via OL(R),  then there is an L*-term t such that both s~ and s2 
rewrite to t v ia /2L(R) .  (This result is a special case of  the corollary in [9, p. 815].) 
Let R be a regular set of rewrite rules in L, and let r be an L*-term. ~R(r)  is 
defined as follows. For each (s, t )c  R, let Gs be an n-ary function variable, where 
n - - rank(s) ,  not contained in r or in any of the members of R. (We assume Gs = Gs, 
iff s=s ' . )  Define r' to be the result of  replacing R-redexes in r of  the form 
S[S l , . . . ,  sn], where is, t)~ R, with G~(s~, . . . ,  s , )  until there are no longer any 
R-redexes remaining in r. Then define 
~R(r )  = r'{G~ ~ t: is, t )c  R}. 
Since R is regular, ¢pR(r) is well-defined. Roughly speaking, ~R(r)  is the result of  
s imultaneously replacing each occurrence of s in r with t for all is, t)~ 12L(R). For 
~g~r)  inductively by (1) ~tn(r) = ~g(r )  and (2) ~+l ( r )  = ~R(~r~(r)) .  m1> 1, define ~ ' 
Notice that, if r rewrites to r' via I2L(R), then there is an m/> 1 such that r' rewrites 
to ~( r )  via OL(R) .  
Let tr ~ sub(L)  and r be an L*-term. Notice that each symbol occurrence in rtr 
originates from a symbol occurrence in either r or vtr, for some v ~ dom(tr)  appearing 
in r. An s-redex A in rtr is pure relative to r and t~ if the symbol occurrences in the 
s-part of  zl all originate from r or all originate from vo-, for some v c dom(tr)  
appear ing in r. 
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Example. Let r I =f(g(x ) ) ,  r2 = F(a) ,  r3 =f(x ) ,  r4 = F(g(a) ) ,  rs = F(G(a) )  and 171 = 
{x ~ a}, er2 = {F + f (g (w l ) )} ,  er3 -- {x -~ g(a)}, er4 = {F ~ f (wl )} ,  er5 = {F-~ f (w l ) ,  G ~ 
g(wl)}. Also, let s =f(g(wl ) ) .  Then the s-redex in f (g (a ) )  (i.e., f (g (a ) )  itself) is 
pure relative to rl, 0" 1 and r2, er2, and is impure relative to r3, 0"3, r4, o" 4 and rs, 0-5. 
Lemma 5.3. Let erc sub(L), r be an L*-term, and R be a regular set of  rewrite rules 
in L. Assume each R-redex in rer is pure relative to r and er. Then 
~OR( rer ) = [ q~R( r) ]erR 
where erR = {V-~ ~0R(Ver): V ~ dom(er)}. 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the assumption that each R-redex in 
rer is pure relative to r and er. [] 
6. The proof of Lemma 4.2 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is complicated. It is built upon three unification coding 
tricks, which are explained and justified using ideas and results of term rewriting. 
Before presenting the proof, we shall briefly describe the idea behind it. 
Throughout this section, we shall assume that K is a term language which contains 
a binary function constant, infinitely many individual variables, and infinitely many 
unary function variables. Let E ~u-expr(K)  and o-~ £1(E, K). We would like to 
construct some E*c  u-exprl(K) such that Eer is unifiable iff E* is unifiable. The 
basic idea is to do this in two steps. First, E '~u-expr l (K ' ) ,  where K '  is an 
FC-expansion of K, is obtained from E such that, for all r ~ 2~ (E, K ) ,  Er  is unifiable 
iff E ' r  is unifiable. E '  is constructed by using new function constants and unary 
function variables to encode the nonunary function variables in E (see Lemma 6.1). 
Then second, E"~u-expr l (K )  is obtained from E'er such that E'er is unifiable iff 
E" is unifiable. E" is constructed by using the binary function constant contained 
in K to encode the new function constants introduced in the first step (see Lemma 
6.4). 
Unfortunately, this plan does not quite work; the lemmas we prove corresponding 
to the two steps--Lemmas 6.2 and Lemma 6.5--do not directly fit together. However, 
employing an additional coding trick, we prove Lemma 6.3, which serves as an 
interconnection between Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.5. Lemma 4.2 follows straight- 
forwardly from these three lemmas. 
Let K '  be any expansion of K, and let J (~ ,  K')  be the set of all functions from 
a finite set of unary function variables in K '  into the set of finite sets of unary 
function constants in if, where if___ FC~,. Given ffc_ FCK, and J 6 J (~ ,  K') ,  define 
/-/(~, J, K ')  to be the set of all 0.~ sub(K')  such that 
(1) For all v c (dom(er) - dom(J)) ,  hd(ver) ~ ft. 
(2) For all v ~ dom(er) n dom(J) ,  vo- ~ wl and (hd(ver) ~ ~ or ver = h(wO where 
h~J(v)). 
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Fix k~>2 and assume K does not contain the following function constants: 
f~ , . . . ,  fk (unary) and f (k-nary). Let K~ be the FC-expansion of K defined by 
FCK, = FCK u { f~, . . . ,  fk, f}.  
Lemma 6.1. Let g c FCK be binary, F ~ FVK be k-ary, and G c FVK be unary. Given 
any E ~ u-expr(K) containing F and not containing G, we can effectively find some 
E1 6 u-expr(K~) not containing F such that 
(1) con(E)___ con(E1). 
(2) For all n-ary H ~ FVK with n >I 2 and H ~ F, H c var(E) / f i l l  c var(E~). 
(3) For all ~-c_(FCK-{g}),  J~ J ( J ; ,K )  with dom(J)_cvar(E) ,  and crc 
2~( E, K ), there is a unifier z of Ecr such that -re I-l ( ~, J, K)  iff there is a unifier z of 
E~r such that 
z c / - / ( f f  u {fl, • • •, fk, f},  J u {(G, {f~, • • •, fk})}, KO. 
Proof. We shall only prove this lemma for k = 2; it will be clear from our proof 
how to prove the lemma for arbitrary k/> 2. 
Assume k = 2. We shall use the function constants f l ,  f2, f and a finite set of 
unary function variables not in E to capture the functionality of F. f will act as a 
pairing function, and f~ and f2 will be the first and second projection functions with 
respect o f 
Let R = {(fl(f(w~, w2)), wl), i f2(f(wl,  w2)), w2)} and /2 = J2K~(R). R is clearly a 
regular set of rewrite rules in K1. Since K contains the binary function constant g, 
we may assume without loss of generality that E = {it, t')} and hd(t) -- hd(t') = g. 
Define 7r = {F~ G(f (w l ,  w2))}. Clearly, ETr ~ u-expr(K0. Suppose z c sub(K) 
unifies E, and 
z '=  z u {G ~ FT[fl(wl), fz(w,)]}. 
Then q~R(tlrz') = tr = t'T = ~,R(t"rt"r'), that is, z' unifies E~r up to certain rewritings 
of tTrr' and t'Trr' via /2. Using the construction in Lemma 5.2, we shall build El 
from ETr so that any unifier r of E1 simulates rewritings of tTrz and t'~rr to a 
common term via/2. 
Let F(r l ,  sO , . . . ,  F(rm, sin) be the K-terms occurring in t which begin with F, 
ordered so that, if F(r,s~) contains F(rj, sj), then i<-j, and let 
F(r'l, s~) , . . . ,  F(r',, s ')  be the K-terms occurring in t' which begin with F, ordered 
so that, if F(rl ,  sl) contains F(r~, sj), then i ~<j. (Note: m + n/> 1 since F occurs in 
E.) Also, let 
GI,1,  G1,2, G2,1 ,  • • Gin, l ,  Gin,2,  ' t G '  t t • , GI ,1,  G1,2, 2 ,1 , - . - ,  Gn,1, Gn,2 
be distinct unary function variables contained in K but not in var(E) u {G}. Define 
E 1 = D u D 'u  {ix, x')}, 
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where 
D = {(trr, Gl,,(fl(f(rlrr, slrr)))), 
(Gl,l(r, rr), G,,2(f2(f(r, rr, SI'/T)))), 
(Gi.2(SlCr), G2,1(fl(f(r2rr, s27r)))), 
and 
(G~,(rmTr), G,~,2(f2(f(rmTr, S.,'n')))), 
(Gm,~(sm~-), x)} 
D'= {(t'1r, G~,,(fl(f(r'lrr , s~Tr)))), 
(G;,l(r;Tr), G'l,2(f2(f(r'17r, s]Tr)))), 
(G;,2(s~1r), G'2,,(fl(f(r'2rr, s~¢r)))), 
! ! ! ! ! 
(G..l(r.rr), G.,2(f2(f(r.Tr, s,~')))), 
(G'2(s'~), x')}. 
Obviously, E1 is a u-expr in K~ not containing F which satisfies conditions (1) 
and (2) of  the lemma. By Lemma 5.2, a unifier r of  D simulates a rewriting of  tTrr 
to xr via 12, and a unifier r of  D' simulates a rewriting of  t'Trr to x'r via 12. Hence, 
since (x, x') c E~, a unifier r of  E~ simulates rewritings of  tTrr and t'rrr to a common 
term via 12. Let o~c(FCK-{g}),  J c J (~ ,K)  with dom(J)_cvar(E), and o-e 
X~(E, K). We claim that there is a unifier r of  Err such that re//(o~, J, K )  iff there 
is a unifier r of  ElO- such that 
r e / - / (~ ~o {f,, f2, f}, J to {((3, {f,, f2})}, K,). 
Suppose there is a unifier r of E~r such that reH(o%J ,K ) .  Without loss of 
generality, we may assume dom(r)= var(E~r) and con(Egr)c_ con(Eo-). Let 
r'= zu{G-~ Fr[fl(w,), fz(w,)]}. 
Since zcl-l(o~,J, K) and f l , f z , f  ~FCK, 
r' c H ( ~ <a {fl,  f2, f }, J w {( G, {fl , f2})}, K1). 
As we noted above, ~R(tcro'r') = ~R(t'rrcrr'). By the construction of  E l ,  there is a 
unifier r"e sub(K0 of Evrr' with hd(vr")=g for all v cdom(r") which simulates 
rewritings of trr~rr' and t'rr~rr' to a common term via 12. This implies r'r" is a unifier 
of  E~o- such that 
r'r"C// '(~- V {fl, f2, f}, J to {<G, {f,, f2})}, KI). 
Now suppose there is a unifier r of El~r such that 
rcH(~w{f l , f2 , f} ,  Jw{(G,{ f l , k})} ,  K,). (*) 
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Because r is a unifier of  E~o., tTro.r and t'rro.r rewrite to a common term via /2. 
Hence there is some m/> 1 such that ~"~(tlro.r) = ~0~(t'Tro.~'). Define 
ro = {F ~ Gr [ f (w l ,  w2)]} w {v ~ vr: v ~ (dom(r )  -{F ,  G})}. 
Then tTro.r= to.to and t'Tro.~'= t'o.ro since o .C~l(E ,  K )  and G~var (E) .  Let I=  
{0 , . . . ,  m} and I+=I -{0} .  For i~ I  +, define 
,ri ~ {V._  ~ i ~R(Vro). V ~ dom(ro)}. 
By (*) hd(Fro)~u{f~, f2 , f} ,  hd(Fro)=f~,  or hd(Fro)=f2,  and so ri~ 
/-I(~w {fl, f2, f}, J, K1) for all i ~ I ÷. Hence hd(vri) #f  for all v ~ dom(r~) and all 
i ~ I. From this and the fact that to. and t'o- do not contain f l  , f2, f, it follows that, 
for all i ~ I, every R-redex in to'ri and t'o.r~ is pure with respect to to- and r~ and 
t'o. and r~, respectively. Therefore, by m applications of  Lemma 5.3, 
~o~(to.ro) = [~( to . ) ] rm = to.~'m ; 
similarly, ~( t 'o . ro )= t'O'rm. We have thus shown that rm unifies Eo. and rm~ 
l I (~{f~, f~, f} , J ,  KO. Hence there is a unifier r '  of  Eo. such that r '~  
U(~, ~, K). [] 
By an iterative appl ication of  Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.2. Given any E c u-expr(K) ,  we can effectively f ind an FC-expansion K '  
o f  K, a nonempty, finite set ~c_ (FCK, -FCK) ,  J~( ;T ,K ' ) ,  and some E 'c  
u-expr l (K ' )  with con(E)  __q con(E ' )  such that, for  all o. c •I(E, K ), Eo. is unifiable iff 
there is a unifier ,r o f  E '  o. such that "r ~ H ( ~;, J, K ' ) .  
A pair (s, t) of  L-terms is rigid if either (1) s c IVL and hd(t)  c ICLW FCL or (2) 
s=F(s~, . . . , s , ) ,  hd( t )~ ICLuFCt ,  and {(si, t)} is not unifiable for all i with 
1 ~ i ~ n. Let E ~ u-expr(L).  Clearly, if (s, t) ~ E is rigid, hd(s) = v, and o.~, o-2 unify 
E, then hd(vo-1) = hd(vo.2) E ICLU FCL. v is a critical variable of E if there is an 
L-term in E of  the form F(S l , . . . ,  s,) where hd(si) -- v for some i with 1 ~ i~  n. E 
is rigid if, for every critical variable v of E, there is a rigid (s, t) c E such that hd(s) = v. 
Lemma 6.3. Let K '  be an FC-expansion of  K, E~u-expr (K ' ) ,  ~r___FC K, be a 
nonempty, finite set with con(E)  ~ ;T, and J c ~(  ~, K') .  Then we can effectively f ind 
a finite set W c_ u-expr (K ' )  such that 
(1) For all closed o. ~ sub(K) ,  there is a unifier r of  Eo. such that r ~ I I  (,~, J, K ' )  
iff E '  o. is unifiable for some E'  ~ W. 
(2) There is a finite set °Fc_ IVK such that, for  all E '  ~ W, var(E ' )  __q var(E)  w °V. 
(3) Each member of  W is rigid. 
Proof. Let m = deg(E).  We shall only prove this lemma for m = 1; it will be evident 
f rom our proof  how to prove the lemma for arbitrary m/> 0. 
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Assume m = 1. Then [var(E)[ = n > 0. Let X l , . . . ,  xp be the individual variables 
in var(E), Gp+l,. . . ,  Gp+q the unary function variables in var (E ) -dom( J ) ,  and 
Gp+q+l,..., Gp+q+r the unary function variables in var(E) n dom(J).  (Note: p + q + 
r=n.) Also, let ~=con(E) -~.  Clearly, ~ is finite and nonempty. Since ~:¢0,  
there is a K'-term s with hd(s) c ;~. For each k-ary function constant f~  ~ and 
each i with 1 ~< i <~ n, choose k individual variables 
y{.i , . . .  , ykY" C (IVK -- var(E)) 
so that yf.i ¢ yf',i' unless f=f ' ,  i = i' and j =j ' .  
Let ~ '= ~ u {Wl}, and for all i with 1 ~< i ~< r, let % = ~ w J(Gv+q+i). Then define 
d~ = ~x. . .  x ~x  ~"x . . .x  ~"x  ~x . . .x%,  
where ~ occurs p times and ~'  occurs q times,. For a =(d l , . . . ,  dn) c ~, define E~ 
to be 
E{Gi--> Wl: d, = Wl}{G, ~ d,(Wl): d, ~ J(G,)} 
w {(xi, di): di c ICK} 
u {(x,, f (y~' , . . . ,  y~')): f=  d, ~ FCK, and f is k-ary} 
u {(O,(s), d,): d, ~ ICK} 
u {(Gi(s), f (y~, . . . ,  y~)): f=  d~ 6 FCK, and f is k-ary}. 
It is easy to see that, for all closed o-c sub(K),  there is a unifier r of Eo" such that 
r c/ - / (~,  J, K ' )  iff E~o~ is unifiable for some a c Yd. For all a ~ ~, var(E~) _c var(E) u 
°V, where 
o V = {y)t;i: f c  c¢, f is k-ary, 1 <~ i <~ n, 1 <~j <~ k} _c IVr.  
E~ is rigid since 1) there is a rigid (s, t)c E~ with hd(s )= v for all vcvar(E~)c~ 
var(E) and (2) no member of ~V is a critical variable of E~. Therefore, W= 
{E~: a ~ ~} satisfies the lemma. [] 
Let h be an individual or function constant not contained in K, and let K2 be 
the expansion of K obtained by adding h to ICr  w FCK. 
Lemma 6.4. Given any rigid E2 ~ u-expr(K2), we can effectively find some rigid E 
u-expr(K) such that E2 is unifiable iff E is unifiable and var(E2)--var(E).  
Proof. We shall first prove the theorem assuming that h is a binary function constant. 
Then we shall show how this proof can be lifted to a proof in which the arity of h 
is arbitrary. (The arity of h is defined to be 0 if h is an individual constant.) 
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Let g be any binary function constant contained in K. For K*-terms f i , . . . ,  t(2-) 
(n/> 1), define the K*-term l it1,. . . ,  t(2,)] inductively by: 
(1) ~tl, t2~ = g(tl, t2). 
(2) [[ /1, . . - ,  t(2"+')~ =g(~t l , . . . ,  t(2")], ]lt(2"+l),-.-,/(2"+1)~) • 
Define dl =g(g(cK, or), oK) and dz=g(cK, g(cK, oK)). 
Assume h is binary. Let 
R = {(g(wl, w2), [[w,, dl, w2, dill), (h(wa, w2), [[wl, d2, w2, dE]])}. 
R is obviously a regular set of rewrite rules in K2. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that E2 = {(s, t)}. Define E = {(~R(S), ~0R (t))}. Obviously, E c u-expr(K) 
and var(E2)=var(E).  Also, E is rigid since E2 is rigid, provided we show that E2 
is unifiable iff E is unifiable. Thus it remains only to show that E2 is unifiable iff 
E is unifiable. 
Suppose 0-~ sub(K2) unifies E2. Clearly, every R-redex in so- and to. is pure 
relative to s and o. and t and o., respectively. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, ~OR(SO.)= 
[~R(S)]O.n and qgR(to. ) = [q~R(t)]O'R. Since o. unifies E2, so.= to., and so  ~DR(SO. ) = 
q~R(to.). Hence [~R(S)]O.R = [~n(t)]o.R. That is, O.R unifies E. 
Now suppose o.~ sub(K) unifies E. Let 
R ' :  {(~Wl, dl, W2, dill, g(wl,  w2)), (]lWl, d2, w2, d2~, h(Wl, w2))}. 
R' is a regular set of rewrite rules in K. Since E2 is rigid, every R'-redex in [~0R(S)]O. 
and [~0g(t)]o" is pure relative to q~n(s) and o. and ~OR(t ) and o., respectively. Hence, 
by Lemma 5.3, 
~n, ( [~n(s ) ]o . )  = [~n, (~R (s))]o.n,  = so.n, 
and 
q~R'([ q~R( t ) ]tr ) = [ ~R'( ~R( t ) ) ]O.R' = t~rR', 
since ~PR'(~R(r)) = r for all K2-terms r. Since o. unifies E, 
~n, ( [~n(s ) ]o . )  : ~R ( [~n( t ) ]o . ) ,  
and so SO.R, = to.R,. That is, OR' unifieS E2. 
This completes the proof of the theorem assuming h is binary. 
Now assume that h is k-ary where k/> 0. Choose n/> 1 such that k ~< 2". Let 
Pl =(g(wl ,  W2), ]lWl, dl, w2, dl, d l , . . . ,  dill) 
where d~ occurs 2 "+1-2 times and 
P2=(h(wl , - . - ,  Wk), ]lWl, d2, w2,. .  ., d:, Wk, d2, d2,. .  ., d2]l) 
where d2 occurs 2 "+1- k times. Then R = {Pl, P2} is a regular set of rewrite rules 
in K2. Assume E2 = {(s, t)}, and define E = {(~R(S), ~R(t))}. By an argument similar 
to the one given above, E satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Therefore, the 
theorem holds without any restriction on the arity of h. [] 
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By an iterated application of Lemma 6.4, we obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.5. Let g be a binary function constant contained in K. Given any rigid 
E c u-expr(K), we can effectively find some E'6 u-expr(K) such that E is unifiable 
i f fE'  is unifiable, con(E ' )= {g, cK}, and var (E)= var(E'). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let E c u-expr(K). By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, we can effectively 
find an FC-expansion K'  of K and a finite set We_ u-expr~(K') such that 
(a) For all o, c2~(E, K),  E~r is unifiable iff E'o- is unifiable for some E 'c  W. 
(b) There is a finite set ~V of individual and unary function variables uch that, 
for all E ' c  W, var(E')_c °V. 
(c) Each member of W is rigid. 
By Lemma 6.5 and (c), for all E 'c  W and crc2~(E, K), we can effectively find 
some O(E', o-) c u-expr(K) such that 
(d) E'tr is unifiable iff O(E', cr) is unifiable. 
(e) var (E '~)=var (0(E ' ,  tr)). 
Take WE.~ = {O(E', ~r): E '~ W} and °VE = ~V. Clearly, for any E c u-expr(K) and 
tr c 2~(E, K),  WE,~ is finite, We,~, c_ u-expr~(K), and the construction of WE.~ from 
E and cr is an effective operation. By (a) and (d), for all ~r ~ 21(E, K), Err is unifiable 
iff some member of WE,~ is unifiable. By (b) and (e), for all ~r~ £1(E, K) and all 
E '~W~ .... var(E')_c~V~. [] 
7. The k-provability problem 
The k-provability problem for an axiomatic system A is to determine, given an 
integer k/> 1 and a formula ~ in the language of A, whether or not there is a proof 
of ~o in A containing at most k lines. The Main Theorem is relevant to the 
k-provability problem for Parikh systems--first-order axiomatic systems that contain 
a finite number of axiom schemata (including individual axioms) and a finite number 
of rules of inference. 
Parikh showed in [17] that the k-provability problem for a Parikh system reduces 
(essentially) to the unification problem for a second-order term language. Taken 
together, this result and Goldfarb's Theorem on the undecidability of second- 
order unification suggested to some that the k-provability problem might well be 
undecidable for most Parikh systems. In [4] Parikh's result is improved: It is shown 
that the k-provability problem for a typical Parikh system reduces (essentially) to 
the unification problem for a second-order term language which contains no nonun- 
ary function variables. This is due to the fact that Parikh systems typically do not 
involve axiom schemata nd rules of inference that contain predicate or function 
variables with arity/>2. This latter result says that, if the unification problem were 
decidable for term languages containing no nonunary function variables, then one 
would expect he k-provability problem to be decidable for all typical Parikh systems. 
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Thus the k-provability problem for typical Parikh systems hinges on the question 
whether the unification problem is decidable for term languages containing no 
nonunary function variables--a question that is not answered by Goldfarb's result. 
The Main Theorem, of course, answers this question egatively. 
The k-provability problem for Parikh systems i currently not completely settled. 
In fact, for some typical Parikh systems, uch as the usual formalization of Peano 
arithmetic, the k-provability problem is open. However, in [4] we show that the 
k-provability problem is decidable for a large variety of Parikh systems, including 
certain formalizations of Peano arithmetic n which the underlying logic is axiomat- 
ized in a slightly unusual way. We also give in [4] an example of a Parikh system 
for which the k-provability problem is undecidable. 
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